FIRST OVER EVEREST
which was necessarily separate as this cover had to be fitted
on after the camera was inserted into its metal mounting ring,
and two for the magazine—one for that actually on the camera,
and another spare.
Each of these four jackets was provided with plugs and
leads, so arranged that they would not get in the way of each
other or of the numerous camera controls, nor interfere with
the changing of one magazine for another in the air.
The heat imparted from these jackets did not prove sufficient,
even though about eight amperes was applied to diem, so in
addition the heating elements of resistance wires were fixed
inside each portion of the camera, the duralumin lens cone,
the body and the magazine.
Here again furdier trouble threatened as die magazine con-
tained no less than four pounds of celluloid film, which is
nitrated and considerably more inflammable than ordinary
celluloid film. There was a probability that die heating wires
would become red hot in the air and the very close proximity
of the red-hot wires to the inflammable, in fact explosive film,
was a risk that had to be overcome.1 Eventually, it was sur-
rounded by a sheath of mica insulation which appears to have
acted satisfactorily.
By the time the four jackets, with their plugs and sockets,
were connected up to die four internal heaters, the wiring
arrangements had reached a stage of no small complication, and
one that had to be handled, especially in the air, with circum-
spection. The process of experiment was not finished widiout
numerous tests in cold chambers in England. The aeroplanes
themselves had to be shipped almost as soon as their fitting-out
was ready, in fact after only one or two test flights to high
altitudes, so it will be appreciated that the camera-heating
arrangements had to be tested many times over and re-tested'
and tested again, odierwise than in actual flight. The method
adopted was by enlisting the co-operation of Messrs. J. & E.
Hall, leading refrigerating engineers of Dartford, who fitted
5 This is about four times the charge for an i8-pounder field gun.
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